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Abstract

There is a gap between people’s online sharing of personal data and their concerns
about privacy. Till now, this gap is addressed by attempting to match individual
privacy preferences with service providers’ options for data handling. This approach
has ignored the role different contexts play in data sharing. This paper aims at giving
privacy engineering a new direction putting context centre stage and exploiting the
affordances of machine learning in handling contexts and negotiating data sharing
policies. This research is explorative and conceptual, representing the first
development cycle of a design science research project in privacy engineering. The
paper offers a concise understanding of data privacy as a foundation for design
extending the seminal contextual integrity theory of Helen Nissenbaum. This theory
started out as a normative theory describing the moral appropriateness of data
transfers. In our work, the contextual integrity model is extended to a socio-technical
theory that could have practical impact in the era of artificial intelligence. New
conceptual constructs such as ‘context trigger’, ‘data sharing policy’ and ‘data sharing
smart contract’ are defined, and their application is discussed from an organisational
and technical level. The constructs and design are validated through expert
interviews; contributions to design science research are discussed, and the paper
concludes with presenting a framework for further privacy engineering development
cycles.

Keywords: Privacy engineering, Contextual integrity, Context, Context trigger,
Personal data, Online data sharing
Introduction
People who are concerned about privacy do not necessarily make choices about data

sharing reflecting the gravity of their concerns. This gap defines the ‘privacy paradox’,

observed in a number of studies (Baruh, Secinti, & Cemalcilar, 2017; Norberg, Horne,

& Horne, 2007; Taddei & Contena, 2013). In real life, intentions only explain part of

our behaviour (Sheeran, 2002). In online practices, this is demonstrated by the fact that

most of us use popular online search engines, well knowing the ‘free services’ are paid

for by sharing our personal data. The gap to be concerned about, however, is not that

our actions do not follow our intentions, but the fact that available privacy solutions

are so far behind our online practices. We share an unprecedented amount of personal

data aligning our lives to data-driven smart cities, smart public services, intelligent
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campuses and other online practices utilising artificial intelligence (AI). We know little

about how this data is used. When pushing back, for example using the European Gen-

eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to stop blanket acceptance of opaque privacy

policies, we only seem to get more obfuscation, having to fight pop-up windows asking

for permission to use our private data for every new site to be accessed. To close the

gap and prevent ‘privacy fatigue’ (Choi, Park, & Jung, 2017), we need better privacy so-

lutions, but both the research and design community are struggling to see where the

solutions should come from.

The inventor of the world wide web, Tim Berners-Lee, admitted in 2017 that ‘we’ve

lost control of our personal data’ (Berners-Lee, 2017). This paper is premised on what

some may characterise as a defeatist position on data sharing: We will not be able to

scale back sharing of personal data, no matter how much we appeal to the GDPR prin-

ciples of purpose limitations and data minimization (EU, 2012). The craving for data

exposing our behaviour as consumers, citizens and persons caring for our health and

cognitive development is already strong (Mansour, 2016). And it is being strengthened

by the AI arms race, where the fierce competition lessen the appetite to address con-

tentious AI issues, such as data privacy, public trust and human rights related to these

new technologies (Nature, 2019). The challenge needs to be addressed by stepping up

efforts in privacy engineering searching for more adequate solutions to manage per-

sonal data sharing in a world of digital transformation.

This paper aims at advancing privacy engineering through contributions addressing

semantic, organisational and technical aspects of future solutions. In the ‘Background’

section, we pinpoint the weaknesses of the current discourse on privacy and point to a

better understanding of context as a fruitful direction of development. In the following

sections, we construct conceptual artefacts and draw up designs that may support

digital practices in a society embracing big data and more and more use of artificial

intelligence.

Background
In this paper, we want to advance the field of privacy engineering, defined by Kenny

and Borking as ‘a systematic effort to embed privacy relevant legal primitives [concepts]

into technical and governance design’ (Kenny & Borking, 2002, p. 2). We would argue

that not only legal primitives need to be embedded, but realise that adding philosoph-

ical, social, pedagogical and other perspectives make privacy engineering utterly com-

plex. No wonder Lahlou, Langheinrich, and Rucker (2005) found that engineers were

very reluctant to embrace privacy: Privacy ‘was either an abstract problem [to them],

not a problem yet (they are ‘only prototypes’), not a problem at all (firewalls and crypt-

ography would take care of it), not their problem (but one for politicians, lawmakers

or, more vaguely, society) or simply not part of the project deliverables’ (Lahlou et al.,

2005, p. 60). When the term “privacy” is so often misunderstood and misused in hu-

man–computer interaction (HCI) (Barkhuus, 2012), there is a need to converge on a

subset of core privacy theories and frameworks to guide privacy research and design

(Badillo-Urquiola et al., 2018), taking into account the new requirements of data-driven

society (Belanger & Crossler, 2011).

Figure 1 gives an overview of how privacy theories have developed from mainly fo-

cusing on the individual handling ‘small data’ to dealing with data sharing in group and



Fig. 1 Development of privacy theories towards a contextual perspective (based on Smith, Dinev, and Xu
(2011) and Nissenbaum (2010))
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societal settings, where new technologies using big data set the scene. In this paper, we

see the development of a contextual approach to privacy as necessary to make progress

within privacy engineering.

In their interdisciplinary review of privacy-related research, Smith et al. (2011) found

that definitional approaches to general privacy could be broadly classified either as

value-based or cognate-based (the latter related to the individual’s mind, perceptions

and cognition). Sub-classes of these definitions saw privacy as a right or a commodity

(that could be traded for perceived benefits), or privacy as individual control of infor-

mation, or as a state of limited access to information. The problem with these theories

is their lack of explanatory power when it comes to shed light on the boundaries drawn

between public and private information in actual online practices in our digital age

(Belanger & Crossler, 2011; Smith et al., 2011). In Fig. 1, we have indicated that when

met with challenges from group-level interactions in data-rich networked environ-

ments, both value-based and cognate-based theories will be drawn towards contextual

perspectives on how information flows. We would claim that when boundaries between

private and shared information are negotiated—often mediated by some ICT tool—the

perspectives from the individual privacy theories may play an active role. There will still

be arguments referring to individual data ownership and control, data sharing with

cost-benefit considerations and trade-offs or the ability to uphold solitude, intimacy,

anonymity or reserve (the four states of individual privacy identified by Westin (2003).

However, these perspectives will serve as a backdrop of deliberations that require an-

other set of privacy constructs, for which context will serve as the key concept.

It may be objected that to highlight context may just be to exchange one elusive con-

cept (privacy) with another borderless concept (context). Smith et al. (2011) were not
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at all sure that context-driven studies may produce an overall contribution to know-

ledge, ‘unless researchers are constantly aware of an over-arching model’ (ibid., p.

1005). To contribute to an understanding of privacy context, we have pointed to the

theory of contextual integrity (CI) as a candidate for further development (see Fig. 1).

In the following, we introduce the CI theory, focussing on how this theory’s concept of

context is to be understood.
The contextual integrity theory

Over the last 15 years, CI has been one of the most influential theories explaining the

often conflicting privacy practices we have observed along with the development of ubi-

quitous computing. When Helen Nissenbaum first launched CI, she used philosophical

arguments to establish ‘[c]ontexts, or spheres, [as a] a platform for a normative account

of privacy in terms of contextual integrity’ (Nissenbaum, 2004, p. 120). The two infor-

mational norms she focussed on were norms of appropriateness and norms of informa-

tion flow or distribution. ‘Contextual integrity is maintained when both types of norms

are upheld, and it is violated when either of the norms is violated’ (ibid, p. 120).

Privacy norms are not universal, ‘contextual integrity couches its prescriptions always

within the bounds of a given context’ (Nissenbaum, 2004, p. 136). Non-universal norms

may seem like an oxymoron, as a norm is supposed to cover more than one case. What

role does CI give to context is a key question we see the originator of the theory grapples

with in the 2004 article. ‘One of the key ways contextual integrity differs from other theor-

etical approaches to privacy is that it recognises a richer, more comprehensive set of rele-

vant parameters’, Nissenbaum (2004, p. 133) states, reflecting on her application of CI on

three cases (government intrusion, access to personal information and to personal space)

that has dominated privacy law and privacy policies in the USA. However, access to more

detail—a richer set of parameters—does not alter the way traditional privacy approaches

have worked, implying violation of privacy or not from the characteristics of the setting

matched against individual preferences. Barkhuus observes as follows:

It (..) appears rather narrow to attempt to generate generalized, rule-based principles

about personal privacy preferences. Understanding personal privacy concern requires

a contextually grounded awareness of the situation and culture, not merely a known

set of characteristics of the context. (Barkhuus, 2012, p. 3)

This questions on how context should be understood in relation to preference—as some-

thing more than characteristics of individual preferences—represents a research gap that will

be addressed in this paper as it goes to the heart of the privacy discourse: Where are norms

of the appropriateness of the exchange anchored—internally or externally—in the value sys-

tem of the individual or in the negotiated relationships to others in situations?

First, we will explore how context is to be understood, before we return to the ques-

tion of how preference and context are related.
Understanding context

Context is the set of circumstances that frames an event or an object (Bazire & Brézillon,

2005). This generally accepted meaning of the term is not very helpful when wanting to
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use it in a specific discipline where we need a clear definition. There are, however, many

definitions of context to choose from. Bazire and Brézillon (2005) collected a corpus of

more than 150 definitions, most of them belonging to cognitive sciences (artificial

intelligence being the most represented area). In human cognition, they note, there are

two opposite views about the role of context. The first view considers cognition as a

set of general processes that modulate the instantiation of general pieces of knowledge

by facilitation or inhibition. In the second view (in the area of situated cognition), the

context has a more central role as a component of cognition by determining the condi-

tions of knowledge activation as well as the limit of knowledge validity.

These two opposite views have parallels with our question above about the basis of a

decision on the appropriateness of data exchange. The context may have an internal

nature or an external one. ‘On the one hand, context is an external object relative to a

given object, when, on the other hand, context belongs to an individual and is an inte-

gral part of the representation that this individual is building of the situation where he

is involved. According to this second viewpoint, ‘context cannot be separated from the

knowledge it organises, the triggering role context plays and the field of validity it de-

fines”. (Bazire & Brézillon, 2005, citing Bastien, 1999).

In the context of privacy deliberations, in this paper, we would follow the second

viewpoint focussing on knowledge organisation. Context is itself contextual; context

is always relative to something—described as the focus of attention. For a given

focus, Brézillon and Pomerol (1999) consider context as the sum of three types of

knowledge. Contextual knowledge is the part of the context that is relevant for

making decisions, and which depends on the actor and on the decision at hand. By

definition, this creates a type of knowledge that is not relevant, which Brézillon

and Pomerol (1999) call external knowledge. However, what is relevant or not

evolves with the progress of the focus, so the boundaries between external and

contextual knowledge are porous. A subset of the contextual knowledge is proce-

duralised for addressing the current focus. ‘The proceduralized context is a part of

the contextual knowledge that is invoked, assembled, organised, structured and sit-

uated according to the given focus and is common to the various people involved

in decision making’ (Brézillon, 2005, p. 3), see Fig. 2.

The first point of view on contexts discussed above—modulation of an external ob-

ject by facilitation or inhibition—has similarities with what we could call a preference

approach (matching individual preference characteristics with alternative actions). In

the next sections, we will explore limitations to this approach reviewing literature from

the field of personalised learning and privacy standardisation.
Limitations of a preference approach

The individual privacy preference approach has similarities with the approach of perso-

nalised learning (Campbell, Robinson, Neelands, Hewston, & Massoli, 2007), which has

been critiqued for lack of nuanced understanding for how the needs of different

learners can be understood and catered for in school. Prain et al. (2012) argues that the

critical element in enacting personalised learning is the ‘relational agency’ operating

within a ‘nested agency’ in the development of differentiated curricula and learners’

self-regulatory capacities.



Fig. 2 Different kinds of context knowledge (based on Brézillon & Pomerol, 1999)
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The construct of ‘nested agency’ recognises that the agency of both groups

[teachers and learners] as they interact is constrained by structural, cultural and

pedagogical assumptions, regulations, and practices, including prescriptive curric-

ula, and actual and potential roles and responsibilities of teachers and students in

school settings. (Prain et al., 2012, p. 661)

The main lesson learnt from the well-researched field of personalised learning is the

need for a better understanding of the contexts, in which the learning occurs.

A special group of learners are persons with disabilities. ISO/IEC published in 2008

the Access for All standard aiming ‘to meet the needs of learners with disabilities and

anyone in a disabling context’ (ISO, 2008). The standard provided ‘a common frame-

work to describe and specify learner needs and preferences on the one hand and the

corresponding description of the digital learning resources on the other hand, so that

individual learner preferences and needs can be matched with the appropriate user

interface tools and digital learning resources’ (ISO, 2008). The Canadian Fluid Project

has proposed to use the same framework to define Personal Privacy Preferences, work-

ing as ‘a single, personalised interface to understand and determine a privacy agreement

that suits the function, risk level and personal preferences’, so that, ‘private sector com-

panies would have a standardised process for communicating or translating privacy op-

tions to a diversity of consumers’ (Fluid Project, n.d.).

Using the ISO 24751:2008 framework to define personal privacy preferences implies

acceptance of the standard’s definition of context as ‘the situation or circumstances

relevant to one or more preferences (used to determine whether a preference is applic-

able)’. Then privacy is seen as a characteristic of the individual, rather than a relation-

ship between different actors mediated by contexts. The Canadian project proposes to

‘leverage ISO 24751* (Access for All) to discover, assert, match and evaluate personal

privacy and identity management preferences’ (Fluid Project, n.d.). However, the chal-

lenge is not to facilitate matching between predefined preferences and alternative rep-

resentations of web content (which was the focus of the Access for All standard); the
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challenge is to orchestrate dynamic privacy policy negotiations in the particular con-

texts of a great number of online activities. If one sees only individuals with needs, one

tends to overlook other factors, like culture, social norms and activity patterns embed-

ded in complex settings.

To make context ‘a first-class citizen’ (Scott, 2006) in privacy engineering CI needs to

be developed from a normative ex post theory to a theory positioned more in the mid-

dle of privacy negotiations supported by information technology. In the next subsec-

tion, we will see how the theoretical base of CI has been broadened by Helen

Nissenbaum and different research groups.

Formalising CI

Barth, Datta, Mitchell, & Nissenbaum, 2006 made a first attempt to make a formal

model of a fragment of CI, focussing on “communicating agents who take on various

roles in contexts and send each other messages containing attributes of other agents”

(Barth et al. (2006), p. 4). In 2010, Nissenbaum provided a nine-step decision heuristic

to analyse new information flows, thus determining if new practice represents a poten-

tial violation of privacy. In this heuristic, she for the first time specified precisely which

concepts should be defined to fulfil a CI evaluation, see Fig. 3 (Nissenbaum, 2010, pp.

182-183).

From this heuristic, authors in collaboration with Nissenbaum have developed tem-

plates for tagging privacy policy descriptions (e.g. Facebook’s or Google’s privacy policy

statements) to be able to analyse how these documents hold up to the CI theory

(Shvartzshnaider, Apthorpe, Feamster, & Nissenbaum, 2018).

CI describes information flows using 5-parameter tuples, which include actors (data

subjects, senders and receivers) involved in the information flow, the type (attribute) of

the information, and the condition (transmission principle) under which the informa-

tion flow occurs. This combination of five factors defines contexts, which determine

privacy norms.

Contextual integrity describes a desirable state that people strive towards by keep-

ing perceived-private information private according to the context. For example,
Fig. 3 The theory of contextual integrity (after Nissenbaum, 2010)
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people expect to share medical information with doctors but not with employers.

Where it in some cultures yearly salary is perceived as private, within others it is

normal to share this information. Contextual integrity thereby explains how privacy

is grounded in each context, governed by pre-existing norms and values. (Barkhuus,

2012, p. 3).

However, mapping pre-existing norms and values is not easy to achieve in situations

where there is no pre-defined understanding of privacy. The use of social media is a

case in point. ‘Understanding personal privacy concern requires a contextually

grounded awareness of the situation and culture, not merely a known set of characteris-

tics of the context’ (Barkhuus, 2012, p. 3).

CI bridges two worlds—a world inhabited by humanists, social scientists, lawyers and

regulators and another world inhabited by mathematicians, computer scientists and en-

gineers, according to Benthall, Gürses, and Nissenbaum (2017). For the latter world, ‘CI

offers a formal structure for expressing rules of information flow (informational norms)

and for building computational models of people’s privacy expectations in well-defined

settings (contexts.)’ (Benthall et al., 2017, p. 12). The CI theory gives the framework

and the key concepts for a contextual understanding of information privacy. However,

by positioning contexts as ‘well-defined settings’, these authors limit the potential of CI

in an era when sensors and computational power allow a more dynamic reasoning

about contexts. As Barkhuus has stated, the theory needs to be further developed, and

new research should be informed with privacy.

Appropriation of behavior in the situation (..) and not a behavioristic belief that

people’s actions are based on a structured set of privacy concerns. Instead of

focusing on the how and what in terms of people’s preferences for personal data

sharing, we need a foundation of research that looks at why.’ (Barkhuus, 2012, p. 8)

However, computational reasoning about why goes beyond the affordance of current

information technologies as practical benefits of general AI still needs to materialise

(Tuomi, 2018). Data-driven machine learning (ML), on the other side, is available, and

it should be explored how this field could contribute to a contextual approach to priv-

acy engineering.

This review of how context has become a more central concept in privacy engineer-

ing has identified a number of research gaps. We have pointed to the new era of Big

Data, AI and unparalleled access to processing power, all factors that open up for dy-

namic and synchronous reasoning about privacy decisions. For this to happen, we need

to further develop ‘context’ as a concept that reaches beyond just framing pre-defined

preference settings. This means to advance CI in the direction of a prescriptive theory,

giving context a pivotal role in IT systems that answer user requirements. Therefore,

we have identified design challenges both on conceptual, process and technical levels of

design.

Methodology
This work follows a conceptual and exploratory approach; however, it is situated in the

tradition of Design Science Research (DSR) (Gregor & Hevner, 2013) where the
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developed constructs are tested against empirical cases derived from literature and in

interaction with the practice field. The methodology implies several cycles of design;

however, in this paper, we present the results of initial development, focussing on con-

ceptual analysis. The main objective of this paper is to come up with novel design arte-

facts (Baskerville, Baiyere, Gergor, Hevner, & Rossi, 2018) that a selected group of

experts will see as valuable in future privacy and information sharing scenarios. We

have chosen a design approach addressing the design task as different layers of inter-

operability. Design theory implications of this approach play, however, a minor role in

this paper.

We will use the lens of the European Interoperability Framework (EIF) to structure

our approach. EIF (Fig. 4) has four levels, the first covering legal interoperability. For

now, we leave this aside as we might say that GDPR and other legal frameworks have

levelled the legal ground for privacy engineering. The different actors know how to

interoperate to exchange and handle information legally, and developers are committed

to the principle of ‘privacy by design’ (PbD) (Cavoukian, 2009), i.e. the obligation, from

the very beginning to build privacy into their solutions. However, in this field, clarity is

lacking in the other interoperability levels of EIF—at the organisational, semantic and

technical levels.

In order to make privacy more than an afterthought, after solutions are designed and

implemented, we must know what PbD means at different levels. We will explore priv-

acy design at three levels, in this order:

� Semantic: how is privacy conceptualised, and how could privacy concepts be

formalised to be used in technical design to achieve precise format and meaning of

exchanged data, so that information is preserved and understood throughout

exchanges between parties;

� Organisational: how institutions align their business processes, responsibilities and

expectations i relation to privacy to achieve commonly agreed and mutually

beneficial goals;
Fig. 4 European Interoperability Framework (from EU, 2012)
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� Technical: what system architecture would ensure that data could be shared

between system and services without violating the privacy of users.

A first validation of design is done through semi-structured interviews with a group

of 11 experts from the standard community, the learning analytics community and the

information science community, whom the authors knew have touched privacy issues

in their academic work. In a web form that was used as a scaffold for the interviews,

the experts were given a link to an early draft of this paper and presented with the de-

sign artefacts, i.e. Figs. 1, 2, 6 and 10 in this paper; and a figure of a context graph tem-

plate; and the guiding definition of data privacy. The recorded online Skype interviews

were staged as a stepwise discussion, moving through 8 pages from a general discussion

on privacy (Fig. 1), to discussing the data flow of the application senario of the pro-

posed solution (Fig. 10). Substantial parts of the interviews, each lasting from 35 to 60

min, were transcribed and analysed to probe acceptance of the proposed privacy engin-

eering approach and to capture suggestions for improvement of constructs. In addition,

the constructs were discussed in the context of an educational scenario to see how the

suggested approach holds up to well-known use cases in learning, education and train-

ing (LET).
Conceptual design—privacy in context
‘Taking context seriously means finding oneself in the thick of the complexities of par-

ticular situations at particular times with particular individuals’, as what Nardi (1992, p.

35) observed when considering HCI design challenges. Applying a top-down approach,

finding commonalities across situations is difficult ‘because studies may go off in so

many different directions, making it problematic to provide the comparative under-

standing across domains’, she concluded. Nissenbaum’s CI model, we have pointed out,

needs to be extended with a better understanding of context. Nowadays, we do not

need to handle context as a container; we can sense context more in real time as an

occasioned event—relevant to particular settings, particular instances of action and par-

ticular parties to that action—not an abstract category that generalises over settings, ac-

tions, and parties.

In this section, we will put the CI model in context of Patrick Brézillion’s theory

(Brézillon & Pomerol, 1999; Brézillon, 2003, 2005), extending CI with an event dimen-

sion. We then suggest a representation format to describe reasoning about privacy

events. The semantic design concludes with provisional definition of a data privacy

process to guide organisational and technical design.

To allow sensors and computers to work on privacy data, we need a formal represen-

tation of the CI model. The core attributes of CI are formally represented as C(ds, s, r,

a, t), where C = context, ds = data subject, s = sender, r = receiver, a = attribute (type),

and t = transmission principle. However, C is not understood as a top-down container

but as dynamic recursive settings where C1 is understood in relation to C0 and the shift

of focus determined by other contexts (Fig. 5).

Figure 5 describes a situation where sharing of data becomes a violation of integrity

as the focus changes when moving from one context to another. Both contexts have a

common backdrop context that could be activated. The calculation of the



Fig. 5 Contexts as dynamic recursive settings defined by subject’s focus
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appropriateness of the transmission is based on the same principles in C0 and C1, but

the change of perspective due to a new context gives different results.

We are interested in describing the knowledge production related to different situa-

tions regulating the appropriateness of information flows. What happens when the shift

of focus changes the situation from one of being appropriate to one violating the integ-

rity of the data subject? The change is caused by moving from C0 and C1 in Fig. 5.

However, the outcome may be influenced by events which activate knowledge held in a

supra context to these two contexts. We see this process as a negotiation where the

data subject interacts with different contexts drawing on different types of knowledge,

see the three categories of knowledge described in Fig. 2: procedural, contextual and

external (Brézillon & Pomerol, 1999).

A subset of the contextual knowledge is foregrounded to address the current focus.

In our model, this is the ‘calculation’ of contextual integrity (the appropriateness) of

the data sharing under the contextual circumstances. In terms of CI, we have the syn-

tax for building the proceduralised context (see above); we have just to find data for

who are data subjects and who are senders and receivers of what information to make

a decision about the appropriateness of the applied transmission principle.
Events that trigger contextual knowledge creation

Once this proceduralised context has satisfied the focus, this piece of knowledge goes

back to the contextual knowledge. The context will remain active depending on the de-

cision. If the decision does not raise further questions, or other events do not occur,

the context is dissolved and the knowledge stored as external knowledge. However, just

a small incident is enough to trigger the CI dynamic of establishing a context and inte-

grating external knowledge in building proceduralised contexts (to test transmission

principle appropriateness) and further movements between the body of contextual

knowledge and proceduralised contexts.
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From a privacy engineering perspective, the context triggers—the events that chal-

lenge the data sharing—are of special interest (Fig. 6).

We assume that these events vary with contextual factors like culture, legal domain,

trust, institutional actors, tools to be used, etc. In the model in Fig. 6, it is the context

triggers that activate the reflection on data sharing contexts, which in turn leads to

confirmation of revision of data sharing policies for practice in pervasive online

environments.

A context trigger is defined as an event, which implies notification and different

sources triggering the event like user input, interaction with other data subjects or sys-

tems, environmental conditions, exposure to information flows (e.g. news), etc. These

events may be internal or external to the current activity context. In the end, context

triggers can be understood as something similar to messages between different con-

texts, being able to spark knowledge processes related to information flows.
Contextual graphs

The concept of context trigger extends Nissenbaum’s CI model. Since events add a

new dimension to contexts, we need a different way to represent the process other than

just adding a new attribute to the C(ds, s, r, a, t)-formula. We suggest to use contextual

graphs, a notation system developed by Brézillon (2003). This is a scheme that makes it

possible to ‘represent and clearly organise operators’ activities and all their variants

(procedures and practices), include automatic learning and adaptation capabilities in a

system and make context explicit in the representation of operators’ reasoning’ (Brézillon,

2003, p. 21-22).

Conceptual graphs have been used in knowledge management projects as a tool for

incremental learning (e.g. for incident solving on a subway line) (Brézillon, 2003). New

practices have been compared to the existing knowledge graph and added as new nodes

in the conceptual graph if they were valuable for future events. Conceptual graphs do

not deal with probabilities, and there is no decision node, only ‘chance’ nodes where

the contextual element is analysed to select the corresponding path (Mostéfaoui &

Brézillon, 2004).

Schematically, a contextual graph is an acyclic graph with a unique input, a unique

output, and a serial-parallel organisation of nodes connected by oriented arcs. A node

can be an action (square box), a contextual node (circular box) or a recombination
Fig. 6 Context triggers activate refinement of data sharing policy



Fig. 7 Context graph of an event in a university setting
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node (black box) (Mostéfaoui & Brézillon, 2004) (see Fig. 7 for an example of a context

graph describing an event in a university setting).

A context trigger is registered as an action in the context graph notation. In the ex-

ample in Fig. 7, the triggering news story mentioned in the second box from the left

could have been the news of the August 12, 2019, letter to all major edtech companies

from three US senators, expressing concerns that educational technologies ‘may put

students, parents and educational institutions at risk of having massive amounts of per-

sonal information stolen, collected or sold without [the students’] permission or know-

ledge’ (Durbin, Markey, & Blumenthal, 2019). Other actions in the graph may be

related to negotiations about data transmission principles. The output action is opening

up or closing down the data sharing.
Understanding data privacy

Based on the conceptual development in this section and a validation in the first round

of expert interviews, we will suggest a provisional understanding of data privacy to be

used in privacy engineering. We see work towards improving data privacy as follows:

The processy to be used in privacy engineering. We see work towards improving

data privacy as t data transmission principles. The output action is openinfluence

how personal data will be handled by service providers.

This definition gives agency to the user, which may be a natural person or an IT

agent. Execution power is delegated to a policy that is understood as relatively stable

principles derived through negotiations with actors present in different contexts of

interaction. Even if it is the user that defines its data-sharing policies, it is the oper-

ational context that constrains the interpretation of the defined scheme of actions. The

user may have a principled point of view, and a situational point of view—both views

allowing practices that may seem to be in conflict with each other. However, from a
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contextual perspective, expressed in the same concerted policy, a range of apparently

conflicting positions could be played out.

In this section on conceptual development, we have extended the five-tuple model of

CI with a concept of context triggers to allow for a more dynamic reasoning about

knowledge management in different contexts of online pervasive environments. To pre-

pare the ground for organisational and technical design, we have indicated a direction

for formalising these concepts using context graph notation. The next sections in this

construction part of the paper will address the two remaining levels of the EIF frame-

work we use to structure the design process.

Organisational design—defining data sharing policies
The ultimate goal of this DSR process is an implementable and context-aware privacy-

preserving system, which is many design cycles away. However, even in the initial de-

sign phase, it is important to develop artefacts that give an idea of the direction of pro-

ject. Business processes at the organisational level are part of this picture and are the

design object in this section.

In the first stage of this DSR project, we will focus on data sharing policies, which is

a key element in our guiding definition of data privacy (see section above). Data sharing

policies act on behalf of the user by allowing exchange of data without intervening in

or distracting from the primary activities of the user. Furthermore, these policies are

statements that are directed towards receivers of personal data, describing the user’s ex-

pectations and restrictions related to use of the data. Data controllers, e.g. universities

running a learning management system, are a target group of data sharing policies, and

they may use these policies in setting up their own systems and interacting with their

users.

For the users, defining data sharing policies is part of their personal data manage-

ment. This process should be non-intrusive, i.e. it should work behind the scenes; only

to be activated as a negotiation process in two cases: when data transmission is about

to violate the appropriateness defined by the user or when there is an event that trig-

gers revisiting of the previously defined data sharing policy.

We have defined the following requirements for the process of initiating data sharing

policies in a system:

� The system learns from data sharing practices related to the tools used;

� The system learns from event handling and is able to alert of potential threats

based on prior actions or practices of the user or the community of practice she

participates in related to different data sharing policies;

� The system can be tuned, i.e. the sensibility of alerts can be adjusted; and

� The data sharing policies are expressed in smart contracts that IT systems act upon

on behalf of the user.

For the proposed solution to be adopted, a number of use cases need to be satisfied.

The privacy model must be as meaningful for the users as for the institutions, the tool

providers and other stakeholders. All these stakeholders should have agency and be

motivated to take part in negotiation of the transmission principles, which will be writ-

ten into the privacy policies. The business process should work in diverse cultural
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settings; and furthermore, new technologies based on AI—in particular machine learn-

ing (ML)—should play a role. As stated in the ‘Introduction’ section, we do not see an

option to rule out AI technologies and big data from future privacy solutions. We want

a privacy process to be non-intrusive without blocking the opportunity to intervene

when integrity is violated or threatened. This may be achieved by delegating support

for event handling to ML and execution of the privacy policies to smart contracts.
Training the system to know what is appropriate—the role of ML

We have abandoned an approach following pre-programmed rules in favour of a con-

textual and dynamic approach using ML. This approach enables computers to perform

specific tasks intelligently by learning from data, and the system continues to improve

accuracy of results after it has been deployed (Shalev-Shwartz & Ben-David, 2014).

However, a weakness of ML is that it is difficult to develop systems with contextual un-

derstanding of a problem, or ‘common sense’. ‘When our expertise fails, humans fall

back on common sense and will often take actions, which while not optimal, are un-

likely to cause significant damage. Current machine learning systems do not define or

encode this behaviour, meaning that when they fail, they may fail in a serious or brittle

manner’ (Royal Society, 2017, p.30). In our proposal, we suggest to make contexts the

very object of ML, highlighting context triggers as the key concept for supervised ma-

chine learning. This implies we will need a certain amount of labelled data to train the

system, and adaptiveness—further training—built into the system when going live.

Ideally, the system should be able to know when to foreground a context trigger, based

on the online activities of the user. So first, it must build a repertoire of events; next, it

must learn what causes these events and what sensibility each user has towards these

events.

Figure 8 describes how training data is used for machine learning, deployed in the

proposed system, which in turn generates more data used to continuously improve the

system.

ML will also play a role in managing the data sharing policies. It is out of scope of

this paper to explore how all the diverse data sharing policies a user will meet could be

reduced to a structured set of policies that could be added to and updated by the user

in order to facilitate appropriate data sharing streams. However, we see that ML will be
Fig. 8 How machine learning contributes to contextual negotiated policy system



Fig. 9 Mapping privacy policy documents to personal data sharing policies
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used to describe how service providers’ privacy policies map to the extended CI model

we propose. Shvartzshnaider et al. (2018) described how such a mapping could be done.

In Fig. 9, we describe how policy documents are mapped to a semantic model, which

can be modified to represent each user’s preferred data sharing configuration. In turn,

this structure is used to generate a smart contract (Lyons, Courcelas, & Timsit, 2018),

which will guide data sharing and in the end influence the policies of service providers.

Smart contracts execute the data sharing policies the user subscribes to. As an ex-

ample, these contracts may allow sharing of one’s data with 3rd party companies that

might be doing special analysis to be used by the service provider. However, if an alert

goes off regarding one of these companies being part of a data breach scandal, a revi-

sion of the data sharing policy may lead to a change in the smart contract blocking fur-

ther data transfer.
Process summary

It is a challenge for privacy engineering to design a process that gradually will move

practice to a safer ground. All stakeholders need to see the benefits of new solutions

and be able to influence them. This is why we have made negotiation of data sharing

policies the starting point for organisational design.

First, we have outlined a process of using the CI concepts to formalise the unstruc-

tured and long-winded privacy policy documents presented by service providers to con-

struct an ontology that gives users a foundation to define their own data sharing

policies.

Second, we have pointed towards a process of describing personal data sharing policy

structures that are represented in executable scripts that handles sharing of personal

data according to negotiated policies.

In this paper, we have only introduced the concept of privacy policies; we realise that

there is more work to be done to outline in detail how these policies will be defined

and formalised. In the next section, we will give a brief description of how a technical

architecture can realise the proposed contextual model and high-level business

principles.
Technical design—an application scenario
The technical design task at hand has similarities with coming up with an email spam

detection system, but the scope is broader and more complex. In spam detection, ML



Fig. 10 Overview of proposed data sharing policy management architecture
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is used to train systems to recognise spam, and when deployed in live systems, the user

is given a role to further train the system identifying incorrect classifications. One could

imagine that today’s spam detection systems were extended to include spam policies,

which were given roles of its own, living outside of the user’s e-mail system. This is the

direction of the application scenario we present below.

Even if the main thrust of this paper is not on technical architecture, the overview of

proposed system modules presented in Fig. 10 demonstrates the direction of develop-

ment and will help in soliciting expert feedback to validate our proposal.

We suggest a system that consists of following parts:

� Data sharing monitoring

� Context trigger and alert system

� Data sharing policy negotiations

� Data sharing policy management

� Institutional systems

� 3rd party systems or services

In Fig. 10, these parts are integrated into an ecosystem for data sharing for a particu-

lar organisation (in the figure, an educational institution is used as an example).

Data sharing monitoring takes place on the user’s devices, and this engine shares the

data with the institutional systems in the school or university, which in turn may share

data with 3rd parties. The sharing happens according to policies stored outside of the

device. On the device, the context trigger and alert engine runs, getting information
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from the data sharing monitor and passing on information to the data sharing negoti-

ation engine if there is a triggered event. Then the negotiation engine interacts with in-

stitutional systems and 3rd parties to set up or revise personal data sharing policies,

which in turn are represented as smart contracts. Both artefacts are stored in the data

sharing policy management system, which may be hosted on the blockchain or in the

cloud. The institutional and 3rd party systems have access to the description of the

data-sharing policies, but no personal information is transferred about who subscribes

to particular policies.

Figure 10 describes an educational scenario, where, as an example, a student

using a learning management system (LMS) in a university disagrees to share

data with 3rd party companies that may use her data for profiling not relevant to

her learning. Denying the institution to share data with the analytics company,

she knows she will meet with an impaired version of the LMS next time she uses

it. However, she feels it might be worth the change of policy, perhaps for a time,

till the university comes up with a new practice of data sharing with 3rd parties.

Another student doing the same deliberations (see use case exemplified in a

context graph, Fig. 7) may decide to trust the institution and dissolve contextual

knowledge about profiling threats into the external knowledge, for the time

being.

This application scenario gives just a minimum of prescriptions about technolo-

gies. Ubiquitous online presence implies mobile devices and cloud services. We

have hinted to use of smart ledger technology as smart contracts play an important

role in use cases for blockchains. Smart contracts are capable of facilitating, exe-

cuting and enforcing the negotiation or performance of an agreement (i.e. contract)

without the use of intermediaries (Lyons et al., 2018). In this paper, we do not pre-

scribe the use of blockchain technologies per se, but point to the fact that this dir-

ection would simplify trust and management issues related to the execution of the

data sharing policies. In any case, there is a need to look into the steps necessary

to turn policies into code that can be executed to do the switching of a person’s

data streams.

We see the following steps for the technical design of the solution:

� Developing a high-level view of the system architecture

� Designing requirement solicitation process for collecting training data

� Designing and deploying an app for collecting users’ CI data

� Training context trigger and alert engine

� Training data sharing policy negotiation engine

� Designing a data sharing policy system

In summary, in this section, we have presented ideas for a high-level technical design

that uses ML and other cutting edge technologies to develop a system that should work

behind the scenes and only be called upon when privacy incidents happen. The main

objective is to design a system that does not clutter one’s screens with privacy alerts,

but does its work in the background by learning the user’s contextual preferences with-

out leading the user down a tunnel of ignorance of the adverse consequences of data

sharing choices.
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Validation
The constructs proposed in this paper are the result of the first design cycle (Gregor &

Hevner, 2013). There are many more cycles to go to develop the solution and to be

able to prove that our proposal could change the direction of privacy engineering from

the traditional individual preference based solutions. The aim of the first round of val-

idation, interviewing 11 experts, is therefore to assure that we have a sound direction

of the design and to solicit ideas for improvement of designed constructs using the lens

of the different levels of interoperability defined in EIF (EU, 2012), focussing on seman-

tic, organisational and technical aspects of design.

In analysing the recordings and transcripts of the interviews, the first question we

asked ourselves was whether the interviewees bought into the idea of making context

more prominent in privacy engineering? In a dialogue where the interviewer uses the

artefacts (figures, concepts and definitions) to build up a storyline (Strauss & Corbin,

1990), interviewees react through speech acts of different kinds (affirmations, nods,

pauses, interjections, etc). Noting these acts of approval, hesitance and disagreement,

we conclude that the interviewed experts did find the direction of this research valu-

able. In this context, it is especially interesting when several interviewees used some of

our proposed concepts to elaborate their position and to explain back how the pre-

sented constructs should be understood. In the group of 11, we had three experts who

have been actively developing specifications for the preference approach that our re-

search criticises. All three expressed support for what they were presented. ‘Happy to

see sound judgmental advice about 24751 [Access for All project] and I think it should

be shared with…’ ‘I think your model would work well (implemented around objects)

to deal with accessibility needs, their implementation and contexts…(..) I like your ideas

for privacy very much’.

A theme-based analysis of the transcripts collected feedback on key concepts in this

research. The paper posits contexts as dynamic and active, but what does it mean?

‘Context is itself contextual, in some way, the principle of fluidity is at play’, one inter-

viewee said before mentioning complex adaptive systems and pointing to the Cynefin

framework (Snowden, 2005) to describe the habitat of privacy engineering, stating that

we were in the complex, if not the chaotic quadrant. The Cynefin framework was also

mentioned by another interviewee who added: ‘The difficulty is that what context

you’re in is a highly individual thing… you’ve bitten off one of the possibly biggest

problems you can bite off, because it entrains all of human psychology.’

Even if the interviewees supported the proposed solutions to the semantic task of

grasping the complexity of privacy through the concept of context they offered critical

comments, the individual focus in the presented e proposed solutions to the semantic

tascy’ was questioned. ‘Could you replace that process of an individual with an entity,

being a group, or society, or an institution, or a team? Given that it is not only individ-

uals that have to maintain privacy or confidentiality ’ As a response, now in the aUn-

derstanding data privacy’ section, the concept of a ‘user’ is introduced opening up for a

more active role for also IT systems. The interviews made it clear that the support of

machine learning and other intelligent technologies for privacy management was not

controversial, at least among our experts.

At an organisational level, the interviews showed that there is a need for further

work. The idea of delegating decisions and negotiations to data sharing policies was
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supported as nobody wanted to be bothered with these issues on a daily basis; however,

how is this system supposed to work? ‘What I hear you are saying—and I agree—is that

privacy is not the property of the user or their preferences, it is actually something that

is transactional, and maybe even conversational. (…) actually, the privacy concerns I

have will vary substantially according to the topic, what we are talking about, what con-

versation we are having…’. This expert foresaw a system with a clear taxonomy of rela-

tionships, ‘which allows us to put pressure on people and legal systems to give us a

vocabulary for ‘we want more of this one and less of that one’…’. Other interviewees

drew a parallel with Creative Commons licencing of online content. ‘So, is what you

are talking about, slapping a CC licence on every piece of information that goes out

that tells you under what circumstances it could be reproduced?’

These comments highlighted a gap in the current research, the need to explore how

policies could regulate data sharing. Are these policies organised as an ontology? How

are adjustments based on individual preferences registered and enacted? These ques-

tions are out of scope for this paper, but need to be addressed to prove the viability of

the proposal.

When walking through the technical architecture, another gap in the presented work

became evident. ‘I think the architecture to some extent makes sense. The question

is—there is an element of trust missing. How can I know that I can trust the system?

Where is the trust block? How do I know this is to my benefit?’ In terms of the Euro-

pean Interoperability Framework, we have left out the legal level in our design. Some

interviewees missed an outline of the fundamentals that restricted the processes de-

scribed in the high-level architecture.

Overall, the interviewees saw the technical architecture as important to understand

the proposed design. Even if the model indicated the use of cutting-edge technologies

as blockchain, no expert objected to the idea. On the contrary, one interviewee even ex-

tended the design: ‘In your model – you have blockchain – that means the data are not

really stored any more at the university - then the institution only have a token to your

data - and you can revoke that token. As opposed to now, where I have to make a re-

quest to be erased’.

Table 1 summarises the implications and changes based on the interviews, and in the

rest of this section, we will discuss directions for further development cycles as a result

of the first validation.

The experts confirmed the complexity of the problem, reinforcing the need to be very

clear about the ideas premising our proposals and to choose a design strategy with care.

In the ‘Introduction’ section, we confessed a somewhat defeatist position to whether

privacy can be vigorously pursued. In our research, we need to turn this into a require-

ment that directs the design of solutions that gradually work towards improved privacy,

without alienating users nor service providers. In technical terms that means to specify

how the user gradually may become more able to manage and control her own data

sharing, which is not necessarily in the interest of companies. In information science,

this is a classical design challenge balancing two problems, bootstrapping (meeting

users’ need now) and adaptiveness (adapting to unforeseen and new needs) (Hanseth &

Lyytinen, 2010).

The interviews also showed the need to be clear about trust. This is an issue that

cuts through all interoperability layers. Many of the provisions in GDPR are so



Table 1 Summary of first validation by aspect

Aspects raised
in the
interviews

Initial position Implications of first validation

Understanding
of context

Dynamic entity defined by knowledge focus,
not a container described by a set of
characteristics (e.g. individual privacy
preference statements)

Dynamic definition fruitful basis for the
design

Need to extend
CI theory

Context part of the theory underdeveloped Development gap recognised

Knowledge
aspects of
context

Focus should be on the three types of
knowledge (external, contextual and
procedural)

Different aspects are understood applied
to privacy use cases

Context triggers Event-driven approach to handling privacy
in context

Concept useful starting point for privacy
engineering

Data sharing
policy

Concept encapsulating preference handling
on behalf of the user

Considered useful as an overall idea;
however, many questions about structure
and management not dealt with in the first
development cycle

Contextual
graph formalism

Graph presented as an abstract example
(template)

Should be introduced in a pedagogical
example related to privacy (see updated
Fig. 7); the graph should be explained in
relation to other graph types if it should
be used in applications

Provisional
definition of
data privacy

Guiding definition for use in design was
provided

The definition was improved (see the
Understanding data privacy’ section) for
clarity and scope

Organisational
design

Focus on role of data sharing policies Questions to the envisioned business process
motivated extending the Organisational
design—defining data sharing policies’
section, explaining more in depth the role of
ML and the personal data sharing policies’
relationship to institutional privacy policies

Technical design An application scenario was presented The role of high-level technical architecture
and scenarios is highlighted; design at this
level could potentially drive future design
cycles

Use of smart
contracts

These artefacts are part of cutting edge
technologies, and in our proposal given, the
role of executing data sharing decisions

According to interviews blockchain and smart
contracts should be explored

Use of ML ML is positioned as a key instrument in
delegating the execution of policies to the IT
system, allowing users to focus on their main
activities

Interviews showed support for making ML
an important part of the design
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clear cut that they could be proved automatically by intelligent systems. Students

seem to trust educational institutions strongly when it comes to handling of per-

sonal data (Komljenovic, 2019; Slade, Prinsloo, & Khalil, 2019), and institutional

policies can be formalised so that more strict regimes for adherence could be

established.
Discussion
Reflecting on this DSR, it is natural that the first phase of design is focussed on

the development of artefacts and less on contributions to theories. We will discuss

both aspects now looking at where to go next, starting with our engineering

challenge.
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Multi-level development of artefacts

The first round of validation showed that the issues of trust should be addressed expli-

citly in this research. Trust is an overarching concept that spans all levels of analysis we

have used in our research, but also includes the legal or policy level we have left out.

Even if the data sharing policies we have given a central role in our design hinge on the

personally felt appropriateness of the transmission principle and its execution could be

secured by smart contracts hosted on the blockchain, there is a need to also anchor

trust at the societal and legal level.

At the organisational level, we assume that all relevant privacy and data sharing pol-

icies are available for semantic matching and that we could use ML to distinguish pat-

terns in the data sharing policies. It remains to be tested how CI negotiations could be

harnessed in data sharing policies and how well such policies could accommodate data

sharing from different tools used by learners and institutions. We have foreseen a typ-

ology of principles that can be used to define smart and actionable contracts. It should

also be tested whether the constructs that come with the extended CI theory could eas-

ily be turned into technical solutions.

Furthermore, at the technical level, blockchain technologies are being developed with

the promise to eliminate some of the sources of ambiguity and conflict in domains

where trust is essential (Lyons et al., 2018). We realise the need for further research to

come up with a model of data sharing expressed in smart contracts that are based on

laws and policies and described in a way that makes it possible for IT systems to decide

whether a data stream from a user should be open or not.

The technical architecture presented in this paper proved important to explain the

direction of this research. However, we realise that the high-level model does not an-

swer a number of important questions related to the privacy of the user. How is the

user identity managed by the institution? And how is the connection between user

identity and data sharing policies observed by the institution? There is a scope for de-

signing a number of more detailed models to see if it is possible to build a technical

system that gradually can give the user more control over their personal data. It is also

the scope for outlining the role of ML in the solution. User agency and transparency

are key values to this project, and if the result is a ‘black box’ that is inscrutable to their

users and developers, we have failed. Therefore, it should be tested if ML could be im-

plemented in a way that fosters users’ data literacy and understanding of contexts of

data sharing.

We summarise the first cycle of design and the discussion of further directions in

Table 2, presenting a first attempt to construct a conceptual development framework

for privacy engineering making context the key concept of design.

While we describe in the table what we have done in the first development cycle, we

indicate key aspects and research questions for the two next cycles. This is a dynamic

framework as there will be rapid and minor design cycles and far more than three cy-

cles before we have a working solution.
Design process

Both literature (Belanger & Crossler, 2011; Smith et al., 2011; Westin, 2003) and our in-

terviews suggest that privacy is a complex and fuzzy field of research, something that



Table 2 Framework for privacy design, development cycles and levels

Development
cycle

1st 2nd 3rd

Key aspect Context (semantic
development)

Trusted processes
(organisational development)

Proof of concept (technical
development)

Policy/legal
level

(Not included) What trust regime would
integrate all interoperability
levels?

How to engage policy level in
development?

Organisational
level

Process idea: Privacy as
negotiation expressed in data
sharing policies and executed
by smart contracts. ML plays
role in relieving the user of
privacy tasks.

What process integrates
institutional and company
privacy policies, data sharing
policies, and executable scripts
regulating data streams? What
role will ML play?

What application scenarios
could change current practice
without jeopardising the CI
approach?

Semantic level Privacy decisions triggered by
events activating contextual
knowledge. Data sharing
policy.

Any new concepts needed? Any new concepts needed?

Technical level Modular application scenario How to orchestrate a suite of
semantic technologies that are
able to transform privacy
knowledge between levels
(national judiciary domain,
institutional domain, personal
domain, tools, contracts)?

What series of self-contained
and useful apps could be
developed that proves key
ideas of overall solution? Alert
app, monitoring activity and
triggering reflection on
privacy? Self-storage solutions,
moving data sharing control
more towards user?
Negotiation simulation app,
using context trigger data
and privacy policy ontologies.
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asks for design principles and guidelines when doing privacy engineering. Reflecting on

our own research, we see some ideas forming that could contribute to design theories.

First, we find the EIF (EU, 2012) used in Table 2 above useful for high-level structur-

ing of development. Even if EIF is developed for another purpose, i.e. specifying how

administrations, businesses and citizens communicate with each other within the Euro-

pean Union and across member state borders, the framework raises questions that are

relevant also on an application level. The framework forces the developer to clarify pol-

itical and legal context, specify concepts in use and processes, before embarking upon a

technical design.

Second, our first validation has made us aware of the benefits of doing synchronous

development at all four levels. Even if the initial development is very explorative and

conceptual, focussing on business process ideas and basic constructs, we have seen the

value of representing design ideas in technical application scenarios to be able to com-

municate ideas with the developer community. Externalisation of ideas in technical dia-

grams reveals design flaws when discussed with fellow experts. It would have been

interesting to have a set of design templates to choose from in the more conceptual

phase of design as these illustrations are more conversational artefacts than implemen-

table technical drawings at this stage.

Third, complex issues are easier to grasp through examples. In discussing the idea of

contextual graphs with our group of experts we learnt that examples, use cases, scenar-

ios, etc., communicate much better than abstract concepts. And privacy engineering is

all about communication.
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Conclusions
Privacy engineering can be seen as the deliberate approach of interjecting data protec-

tion requirements into complex system development based on ethical national, institu-

tional and corporate strategies (Kenny & Borking, 2002). The time of fast development

of global and data-hungry solutions based on machine learning and analytics privacy is

under pressure. As we have demonstrated in this paper, solutions based on the match-

ing of ill-specified individual preferences with privacy-sensitive services of a myriad of

data-driven companies are highly unrealistic. A new approach is needed, and we firmly

believe that context negotiation is part of that approach. In this paper, we have contrib-

uted to a new understanding of privacy context, extending the theory of contextual in-

tegrity and pointing to a direction of development that uses machine learning as a

technology to design solutions that work continuously and non-intrusively for the

users. We have presented a condensed understanding of data privacy to give direction

to the design of solutions that give context negotiations priority, but store decisions in

data sharing policies for processing in the background.

The aim of this paper is to give privacy engineering a new direction. It has long been

stuck in a quagmire of politicised discourse, dominated by Western centric privacy the-

ories (Hoel & Chen, 2019). To support global system development, there is a need to

realise that online practices are surprisingly similar around the world, but our under-

standing of the room for manoeuvring may be different. To see how actual negotiations

of data sharing practices would take place in different contexts, we need to establish a

semantic, organisational and technical framework that allows comparisons between cul-

tures to happen. To make context a first-class citizen in privacy engineering is essential

to move forward.

As work situated in DSR, we acknowledge that the first results give moderate contri-

butions to design theory, having focussed on the development of artefacts that in the

end will have practical application. As Peffers, Tuunanen, and Niehaves (2018) have

pointed out, this is nothing new in DSR, where artefacts with value in a system or sys-

tem component often are the main, or at least, the initial aim of researchers. We have,

however, in this paper kept an eye on the design process itself in order to make obser-

vations that could be useful to inform design guidelines for the nascent field of privacy

engineering.
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